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MINEX BUILD BEGINS  

 

Driving past Mount Isa’s Buchanan Past this past weekend one could be excused for 

believing a major overhaul was taking place, as semi’s, cranes and machinery are 

unloading and putting tents put up for Outback Queensland’s premier mining 

exhibition; MineX. 

A colossal logistical task, long term expo build partner NQ Exhibitions have the 

MineX set-up down to a fine art; directing shipping containers, road trains and 

mining machinery around the events complex like pro’s. 

With gates set to open this Wednesday over 100 exhibitors are due to converge on 

Buchanan Park from 9am today to begin setting up their displays. Ranging in size 

and intricacy everything from front end loaders to hose clamps will be on exhibited; 

with local superstars Jac and Shaz from My Kitchen Rules fame also scheduled to 

make a guest appearance. 

Buried deep in an office that currently resembles a factory floor; lined deep with 

welcome packs, programs, hi vis vests and alike Commerce North West and MineX 

Manager Sue Wicks was excited about seeing their months of hard work and 

planning come to fruition. 
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“It has been a mammoth task and a learning curve for our whole team; 2015 being 

the first MineX each of us have been heavily involved with, but seeing the city 

buzzing, accommodation places filling and Buchanan Park taking shape is very 

fulfilling and exciting” she said.   

Open to the public from 9am-6pm this Wednesday and Thursday MineX 2015 with 

thanks to Energy Power Systems Australia will showcase some of the industry’s 

premier products and service providers. To get a sneak peak at just what one of 

Eastern Australia’s largest mining exhibitions looks like keep tuned to the MineX 

Facebook page facebook.com/minexnw 

ENDS 

Images: MineX build contractor NQ Exhibitions busy with the Buchanan Park build. Images 

courtesy of Roslyn Budd, Budd Photography 
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